
The Wine Steward’s 

RED  

COLLECTOR 
W I N E   C L U B 

July 2022 
 

 

WINE:  2019 Robert Craig 

    “Howell Mountain Cuvée” 

      

SOURCE:  Napa Valley 

 
 

 

GRAPES:  67% Cabernet Sauvignon,  

23% Merlot, 7% Malbec, 3% Petit Verdot  

         

FOOD:  Short ribs (mellowed meats)     
 

The Mountain Gets Mellow 
   

The northeastern-Napa Howell Mountain appellation is geographically defined as being the vineyards 

occurring above the fog line, officially described as “1,400 feet up to 2,300 feet.”  The benefit of more 

consistent sunshine along with the sparer / eroded soils typical of any mountain (versus valley floor) 

situation add up to a red wine characterized by boldness of fruit and durable structure.   

 

Indeed, this “Howell Mountain Cuvée” from Robert Craig’s younger vines plays to that – to a point.  The 

wine IS durable, as proven by the bottle on my desk still drinking great FOUR DAYS after opening.  At 

least , that’s Yours Truly’s test for durability! 

 

Alternatively, this particular Howell Mountain-derived wine is also more mellow and less brash than many 

I’ve had.  Certainly, the significant Merlot contribution has a softening effect, but I would attribute this 

red’s “soulfully suave” personality more to the Robert Craig house style.  The founder himself - sometimes 

called “The Mountain Man of Napa” for his many bottlings from here, Mount Veeder, and elsewhere – 

passed away in 2019.  However, his winery’s product remains faithful to the vintages of yore.   

 

I never thought of Robert Craig reds as “modern,” or intensely fruit-forward, or culty / score-seeking 

bombshells.  Certainly, there is fruit here, but more besides; including lavender and leather and grainy 

cocoa powder tannins.  This is classic stuffe!               

 

49.99 / 44.99 for all wine club members 



 

 
 

 

 

WINE:  2019 Dancing Hares ‘Mad Hatter’ Red Wine  
 

 

SOURCE:  Napa Valley  
 

 

ATTITUDE:  Forward-Fruited Fun   

 

GRAPES:  80% Cabernet Sauvignon, 9% Merlot,  

              7% Cabernet Franc, 2% Petit Verdot. 

 

FOOD:  Rich, swiftly-grilled proteins   

 
 

 

 

 

A Whopper Alternative 

 

While a rating for this wine has yet to happen – at least from the folks we typically reference – we were 

among the first to taste and pounce.  Once again, we’re offering two very differently-styled Bordeaux 

blends in one month.  The Robert Craig is more suave, by my read.  The Mad Hatter, alternatively, is 

your people pleaser.  Certainly, there are some nights when the grill is going, the neighbors are over, and 

the music is turned way up.  That’s when you need a Cab / Cabernet blend that also plays at a higher 

volume, remaining “audible” amid the chaos.  This does that. 

 

It also impresses with a stable-full of rockstar Napa Valley names, previously or currently-involved.  

Philippe Melka had a hand in this at one time, and I believe his winemaking style of ‘dark endearment’ 

continues to be honored.  Maybe that’s because current winemaker Andy Erickson’s style tends to 

emulate.  Then there’s the occasional input of globe-trotting consultant Michel Rolland plus the 

contributions of Napa’s most renowned vineyard manager, David Abreu.  The actual proprietors of 

Dancing Hares (of which ‘Mad Hatter’ is a 1/3-the-price second wine) are Paula Brooks and Bob Cook, 

stewards of the vineyard poised at the foot of Howell Mountain (there’s another name for ya!). 

 

Enjoy this dark, sumptuously-smooth, dark fruit-packed loudmouth!  

 

54.99 / 49.49 for all wine club members 
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WINE:  2018 ‘Potenti’ by Petra 
 

SOURCE:  Toscana, Italy 
 

GRAPES:  100% Cabernet Sauvignon 

 

ATTITUDE:  Deep, Complex, Smooth, Savory  
   

FOOD:  Something Italian and/or Meaty

 

Damn! 
 

This is not Napa Valley Cabernet.  It may actually have some Sonoma implications, but let’s stop 

wondering what it’s like and consider what it IS.   

 

Potenti ISN’T from the heart of Tuscany, first of all, but its “wild west” of Suaverto in Maremma.  This is 

Tuscany’s original Super Tuscan country adjacent to the Tyrrhenian Sea.  While Tuscany’s interior focuses 

more on the oh-so-Italian Sangiovese grape, here in less-traditional Maremma the rules are made to be 

broken.  Sangiovese appears only sparingly, while the Bordeaux varieties are more often combined to 

make some of the world’s most famous reds. 

 

While ‘Potenti’ isn’t as well known as some, it certainly plays to the place.  Here is the familiar Cab 

varietal undeniably “Italianized,” emphasizing a meal-craving effect via scents of dark cherries, cured meat, 

damp leather. and a rumor of menthol.  The palate is sensuously silky whilst acidic – in search of proteins 

to dance with the tanginess.  The persistent flavors go long, haunting with umami / savory qualities.   

 

Maybe we’ve never heard of it before, but James Suckling has.  He awarded this vintage of Potenti 93 

points, with the observations: 

 
“Aromas of dark plums, blackberries, incense, cloves, dried violets and earth. It’s medium-to full-bodied with ripe, 

velvety tannins and fresh acidity. Concentrated and spicy with delicious chocolate character on the palate. Creamy, 

succulent finish. Drink now or hold.” 
 

41.99 / 37.79 for Wine Club Members 



 

 

 

 

WINE:  2018 TRUS Crianza  
 

 

SOURCE:  Ribera del Duero, Spain 
 

 

GRAPES:  100% Tempranillo 
 

 

ATTITUDE:  Preferring a Decanter and a Lamb Shank 
 

 

FOOD:  Roasted Lamb Shank (repeating myself)                                                                 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

RdD TRUTH  
 

While it’s not the first wine from Spain’s Ribera del Duero region we’ve shown you, I feel it’s important 

to reiterate for newcomers or the forgetful.  This land, a 1+ hour drive north of Madrid, is mainly 

devoted to Tempranillo.  So is Spain’s slightly more famous wine region, Rioja, a bit farther north and 

east.  The world’s two most important locations for this grape are - fortunately for the wine lover - 

different in their manifestations thereof.  More temperate Rioja tends to generate a wine of like behavior; 

mellow, warmhearted, syrupy-red.  Ribera del Duero has the more extreme temperature swings, and its 

Tempranillo vines have learned to adjust.  Hundreds of years of adapting to Mother Nature’s moods have 

caused a more sturdy clone / mutation of the grape; a smaller berry with a thicker skin.  Smaller berries 

and thicker skins guarantee a red wine that looks, smells, and feels “darker”.  There:  We’ve just defined 

the Ribera del Duero Difference! 
 

Here’s a curiously-named example we’d never have heard of without journeying to Winchester, Virginia 

(of all places) where the importer of ‘TRUS’ is headquartered, and where he presents an annual “taste as 

much of my selections as you can in five hours” industry affair.  This year I tasted 147 wines (I carefully 

tally), and TRUS was remembered for YOU. 
 

It’s an acronym:  ‘T’ is for ‘tierra,’ or soil, though it could also allude to the grape it champions.  ‘R’ is for 

‘roble,’ which is Spanish for ‘oak’.  12 months of French Oak aging helped out here.  ‘U’ is for ‘uva,’ 

meaning ‘grape’ and ‘S’ is for ‘sol’ or ‘sun,’ another indispensable ingredient.   
 

How about some numbers to go along?!  Wine Spectator proclaimed ’93 Points!’ and Decanter weighed in 

with a hefty ’96!!’.  – But my interests are otherwise, as soon as I smell and taste this, about forty minutes 

after uncorking.  Here is a deep, soulful expression of black fruits, dark soil, and graphite to pair with a 

feast of lamb.      

33.99 / 30.59 for Wine Club Members 



 

      

    The Wine Steward’s 

C A L I F O R N I A  
(Pacific Coast) 

W I N E   C L U B 
July 2022 

 

       WINE:  2020 ‘Wonderwall’ by Field Recordings 
 

          SOURCE:  Happy Canyon of Santa Barbara  
      

            GRAPES:  75% Nebbiolo / 25% Barbera 
 

    ATTITUDE:  Jolly Good Fun   
 

                                FOOD:  Pork chops (just a hunch)    
 

 

The fine print 
 

Andrew Jones is the man behind this label, far more simply-designed than in vintages past.  This proprietor 

/ winemaker is ever-restless, changing things up and adding new fermented beverages to his program with 

every passing year.   Beyond his Field Recordings project, Andrew is also a nurseryman dealing in 

grapevines and selling them to wineries and vineyard owners up and down California’s Central Coast.  

This has enabled his awareness of “what’s growing where,” and he exploits that for his personal fruit 

sourcing.   

 

Take Nebbiolo, for instance.  He probably had something to do with that getting planted in Happy 

Canyon.  “Wait, isn’t this guy in Paso Robles?”  Yes, but read the other fine print.  In fact, read ALL the 

fine print on this confounding label.  Andrew’s winery is in Paso but he obtains fruit from all over the 

Central Coast.  “Happy Canyon of Santa Barbara” is the easternmost section of the Santa Ynez Valley, and 

this newly-appellated subregion is making waves with Cabernet and Sauvignon Blanc.  But Nebbiolo??  

That took courage to plant, then finally ferment; this grape has rarely made effective wine in California.   

 

But Andrew has achieved something happily delicious here.  Is it the geography?  The addition of more-

affable Barbera?  Andrew’s house style of fruit-forward fun?  It certainly plays to the Field Recordings way 

of behaving:  Juicy, lighthearted, loving a slight chill and a big Pinot Noir-style glass, spicy, unpretentious, 

ripe-yet-balanced . . . Here’s to the audacious, adventurous  Andrew Jones!         

 
 

20.49 / 18.44 for all wine club members 

  



                   

  

 

    WINE:  2021 Domaine des Plus-de-Vie Red Wine      

 

    SOURCE:  (Oakley), San Francisco Bay AVA  

 

    GRAPES:  60% Carignan / 40% Mourvèdre  

    

    ATTITUDE:  Authentic to Place and Grape  

 

    FOOD:  Wood-smoked meats on the grill   

 

 

 

Life is Short 
 

It’s becoming clear:  I have more good ideas than I have good years left in which to realize them.   
 

My decade at Livermore Valley Cellars, the nineties, provided useful hands-on training in cultivating a 

grapevine, extracting foxtails, guiding a fermentation, and selling a bottle of wine.  This training was by no 

means perfect or comprehensive, but it made me dangerously thoughtful.  It spawned healthy 

dissatisfaction, a gnawing sense that this wine place called the Livermore Valley should aspire.  I was 

noting a regional status quo which, as I learned more of the larger world of wine, needed a kick in the ass.  

It thereby fostered ideas; dreams of contributions I might bring to the local table, helping my wine valley 

aspire.  I know I’m speaking in vagaries.  I haven’t the time to digress. 
 

Boiling it down:  This valley feels like the Southern Rhone to me.  I think we should plant (and vint) 

accordingly.  Doing is more than saying.  I’d like a real-live demonstration vineyard for making my point, 

but a mere backyard plot is as far as I’ve gotten.  And grapevines take time to find their feet and deliver the 

really good theory-proving goods.  Tick tock, tick tock . . .  
 

I could declare, dream, and achieve nothing tangible per this topic for the rest of my life or – at the least – 

DO SOMETHING:  Thus, our fourth rendering of Domaine des Plus-de-Vie (“more life!”).  While we did 

not grow the grapes nor personally guide the fermentation, we were remotely involved with both via 

dialogues with Grower Dan Gonsalves and Winemaker Adam Webb.  I can say with conviction that this is 

the best PdV - a TWS-exclusive wine - we’ve offered based on what we’ve learned.  It is our raised flag, 

and far-more-than “what we’re doing in the meantime.”  As ancient, dry-farmed Carignan and Mourvèdre 

vines grown in the right place, it’s a good bet.  As a co-fermentation with the Mourvèdre clusters 

remaining intact and the new wine seeing naught but oversized barrels, it’s smart.  At 13.5% alcohol, it’s 

useful.  As a whole, this dark, grilled sausage-loving red is distinctively delicious.                   
   
 

25.99 / 23.39 for all members 

BUY 6 BOTTLES for 22.99 per bottle! 



 

The Wine Steward’s 
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  July 2022 

 
 

 

WINE:  2018 Chateau Michel de Montaigne  

              ‘Les Essais’  
 

SOURCE:  Bergerac, France 
 

GRAPES:  (Probably) 90% Merlot,                     

5% Cabernet Sauvignon, 5% Cabernet Franc  
 

STYLE:  Practical  
 

FOOD:  Hearty meats / stews 
 

Ya learn somethin’ new every day 
 

I avoid fad phrases but can’t resist saying this wine club choice “took me down a rabbit hole.”  Actually, it 

wasn’t the selection itself.  That’s when one of our fave reps Percy visited to pull the cork on this Bergerac 

(east of Bordeaux) red.  I knew Bergerac wines to be stylistically similar to those of their more famous 

neighbor, employing the same grape varieties while often costing less and behaving more “rustically”.  

What often disqualifies a Bergerac rouge from club consideration is an argumentative “green-ness” at odds 

with the red berry theme.  In my tasting notes I often specify, “after the fruit, disappointingly twiggy.”  

This particular Bergerac red is better.  Yes, there’s an herbal effect but it happens as a more appropriate 

nuance.  There is nice ripeness and place honesty happening.  We tasted, appreciated, and booked a wine 

club wine.  So, what about the “rabbit hole”? 
 

That happened today as I sat down to write wine club notes which – I believe - should say more than what 

this is made of and what it tastes like.  “Who,” I wondered, “Is the dude on the label?”  “What’s an ‘Essais’?”  

“What’s the translation for that quote in italics?” 
 

It seems I missed a class or two in my Berkeley days, so today I boned up:  Michel de Montaigne was a 

famous 16th century philosopher / student of life and recorded his wonderings in his ‘Les Essais’ (essays).  

Ten years of his life were mainly spent in self-imposed seclusion in a book-filled tower, where he wrote 

and rewrote his opinions on myriad life questions.  For a time, he was the mayor of Bordeaux itself.  And, 

of course, grapes grew on his estate.  There is more to know about Michel de Montaigne but this page is 

nearly spent.  Let’s burrow deeper another time, and finish with a translation of the phrase on the label: 

“You can only abuse things that are good”  (‘wish I’d thought of that).           

21.99 / 19.79 for wine club members 



 

 

 

WINE:  2020 Bodega Noemia ‘A Lisa’  

 

SOURCE:  Patagonia, Argentina 

 

GRAPES:  90% Malbec, 9% Merlot, 1% Petit Verdot 

 

ATTITUDE:  Elegance – unusually! 

 

FOOD:  Grilled Beef with Chimichurri Sauce  

 

 

 

 

Atypical 
 

 

This comes from one of the southernmost wine regions on our globe.  You know that Mendoza, Argentina 

is pretty far down there, but Patagonia takes another day to reach by the latitude-bisecting car.  What 

does this automatically guarantee?  The summer day, during which a cluster of grapes does most of its 

developing, is significantly longer down here! 

 

James Suckling and Vinous both awarded 92 points to this red.  Note the top line of the technical 

information above:  “Malbec” is not mentioned there, for the varietal is not declared on this bottle’s front 

label.  I wonder at that, as I wondered upon first tasting ‘A Lisa’ with its vendor.  The most significant 

descriptor in my notes was the word, “elegant”.  That’s ironic.  I hardly ever allude to Malbec as “elegant”.   

 

Is it the extreme location or this winery’s habit to not over-oak its reds (this saw a combination of stainless 

steel and barrels – but only ten months in the latter)?  Regardless, I was impressed and felt it important - 

for Malbec the Varietal, and YOUR awareness of it – to club this uniquely elegant Malbec! 

 

The appearance:  An opaque magenta.  The scents:  Plentiful, with red peppercorn, blood orange, 

raspberry, and flowers (still trying to comprehend which kind of flowers).  The palate:  Energetic yet 

comfortable in feel; simultaneously silky whilst vibrant and structured with extra fine-grit tannins.  We 

could debate whether this is a “New World” or an “Old World” red (not in geography, of course, but in 

style).  Considering how well it will do with asado-style beef and chimichurri, I’d say the latter!           

 

23.49 / 21.14 for Wine Club Members 
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WINE:  Escudo Real 
 

SOURCE:  Vinho Verde, Portugal 

 

 

 

GRAPES:  35% Loureiro, 35% Arinto,  

                   30% Trajudura 
 

ATTITUDE:  Sun-lovin’ 
 

FOOD:  Delicate seafood fare

 

Lighten Up! 
 

On a hot Livermore Valley day, I doubt you’re wondering which Cabernet you should uncork.  A wine 

like Escudo Real - whether or not you’ve ever heard of it - is by far the more appropriate choice! 
 

This wine hails from northern Portugal’s Vinho Verde region.  Note that it’s a REGION, not a grape 

variety or specific wine type, and can consist of different grape varieties and land in your glass as either 

white OR light pink.  Pronunciation lesson time:  While we will know what you mean if you ask for 

“VEEno VAIRday” you’d sound really smart by requesting “VEEnyo VAIRD” (no “-ay”).   
 

Having established all that, can we just relax with a glass of this 9.5% alcohol liquid levity??   
 

- Or pour that glass and geek out a little more?  Did you notice the slight bubbly tingle happening on your 

tongue?  Was this wine made by the fairies?  Probably not.  But how did those bubbles happen?   
 

Whereas nearly every other “bubbled” wine we handle – Champagne, Cremant, Prosecco, Cava, and so on 

– achieves its effervescence as a fermentation (primary or secondary) byproduct, most Vinho Verde is 

“charged” or injected with CO2 gas before bottling.  This process insures consistency and (hurray!) a 

lower price.  I, certainly, have no complaints as I languish poolside wearing naught but Ray-Bans and a 

very small Speedo . . .            

 

12.39 / 11.15 for all wine club members 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WINE:  2021 Barbanera ‘InBianco’    
 

SOURCE:  Tuscany, Italy 

 

GRAPES:  100% Sangiovese?! 
 

ATTITUDE:  Really??!! 
 

FOOD:  White Meats & Shellfish  

 

NOTE:  The following is a shamelessly-executed ‘Cut & Paste’ from the 

last incidence of our clubbing this wine.  Only the newer vintage and 

the supply chain-affected (slight) rise in price are different!!  
 

 

THIS is COOL – AND DELISH 
 

Yes, Sangiovese is a red grape.  Yes, this is a white wine.  No, there’s no ‘Bianco’ mutation of Sangiovese 

affording this.  This is good planning applied to the realization of a delicious white wine made with a red 

grape. 
 

Nearly all red grapes have white juice.  If you put whole clusters of Syrah or Cabernet or Mourvèdre 

directly into a press and squeeze them for an hour the juice falling out is bound to have a tinge of pink to 

it.  That little bit of time with the broken-open, color-conferring skins has made you a rosé.     
 

I’m betting that it’s Sangiovese’s property of thinner skins that allows an actual WHITE wine made from a 

red grape.  I’ve never seen one of these before, but am glad for the discovery and immediately thought of 

you club members when I tasted Barbanera and deemed it more than just a novelty. 
 

This straw-colored white has a little bit of body and a whole lotta sass to keep it enlivening.  An energetic 

declaration of grapefruit is the first aromatic impression, followed up by the more enriched yet still fresh 

and fruity sense of peach.  On the palate there is a polite discussion between nervy acidity (for which 

Sangiovese is valued) and delicate tannins (possibly derived from the brief contact with the broken skins).  

These two effects should make you hungry. 
 

Within one of the greatest movies ever made, “Best in Show,” there is uttered a profound quote:  “If 

you’re hungry, eat something.”  Sage advice!      

 

 

19.49 / 17.54 for Wine Club Members 
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WINE:  2018 ‘Secreto’ Carménère  

    by Viu Manent 
 

 

SOURCE:  Colchagua Valley, Chile 
 

GRAPES:  85% Carménère, 15% “Secret”   

 

ATTITUDE:  Beefy Chocolate, Smoky 

Chocolate, Peppery Chocolate . . . 
 

FOOD:  Rich meat dishes       

“WHAT’S THE SECRET?” 
 

Colchagua Valley’s Viu Manent makes a lot of wine.  Their “house label” is represented on bargain bottles 

all the way up to luxury treats.  Then there’s this “Secreto” line, where varietal names like “Carménère,” 

“Malbec,” “Pinot Noir,” and others are obviously represented on the respective labels followed by an 

ellipses (“. . .”).  Oh, the ambiguity!  The clever marketing idea:  All the Secreto wines will include a 

secret ingredient.  You can dig around all over the Internet and the winery’s own website and come up 

empty as to what the “secret” 15% addition to this Carménère might be.  
 

-  Which is kind of appropriate, since Carménère kept ITSELF a secret in Chile for over a century.  It came 

from Bordeaux sometime in the mid-1800’s, mis-identified as Merlot.  Carménère is a late-ripener, but 

growers and winegrowers gave it the “Merlot treatment” of picking it earlier in the harvest period, and 

were thereby picking unready grapes.  In the early 1990’s, an ampelographer (one who identifies plant 

varieties per the shape of their leaf) made the correction:  “Guys, you have Carménère growing all over 

the place here!”  The secret was out! 
 

And so is this one, since I personally tasted the Viu Manent wines with the international sales rep who 

confided, “This vintage’s 15% addition is SYRAH.” 
 

So now you’re in on the “secreto,” and you should also know that none other than winemaking giant Paul 

Hobbs now does consulting work for this Chilean concern.  Perhaps that “star power” will encourage a 

more thorough inquiry into a great Chilean grape that’s finally getting the right treatment!   
 

13.49 / 12.14 for all wine club members 



  

     

      

        

       WINE:  2019 Bodegas Sierra Salinas ‘Mo’       

 

       SOURCE:  Alicante, Spain  

 

       GRAPES:  100% Monastrell  

 

       ATTITUDE:  Gorgeously gulpable  

 

       FOOD:  Grilled anything   

 
 

 

 

Less is more 
 

This isn’t the first Monastrell we’ve brought to your club, but it may be the most elegantly drinkable 

version you’ve seen from us.  – And it is almost certainly the first one we’ve sourced from Alicante in 

southeast Spain.  It’s a typical grape for that place, but there are more Monastrells from nearby Yecla and 

Jumilla in our market.  Alicante is closer to the Mediterranean, while the vineyards providing this wine are 

well above it; up to 2,200 feet above it, surviving in poor, limestone-based soils.  This situation affords 

more acidic lift / brightness, as does the winery’s decision to preserve (and not embellish) the fruit in a 

no-oak setting.  Temperature-controlled stainless steel tanks were “Mo’s” only pre-bottling home.  

 

Monastrell is better-known to some of you as “Mourvèdre” and to a very few of you as “Mataro”.  This 

version resists the “stewy-ness” displayed by others from here.  Mulberry, plum, and cherry happen along 

with a more vague “animal fur” nuance.  I know that last descriptor is unusual, but fans of Monastrell / 

Mourvèdre have heard it before.  Sometimes I identify it more sillily as “belly rub”.   

 

And a little more geeky info for ya:  The region of Alicante also plays host to “Alicante Bouschet” vines, 

but is not the variety’s original home.  That uniquely red-fleshed grape was developed in the South of 

France in the late 1800’s.  Ironically, they don’t actually call it “Alicante Bouschet” in Alicante, but 

“Garnacha Tintorera” (“tinted” Grenache). 

 

Oh, never mind.  Get your gulpin’ on!!             

 
 
 

14.99 / 13.49 for all members 


